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Integrated drive generators (IDGs) are the main source of

electrical power for a number of critical systems in aircraft. Fast

and accurate fault detection and isolation (FDI) are necessary

components for safe and reliable operation of the IDG and

the aircraft. IDGs are complex systems, and a majority of the

existing FDI techniques for the electrical subsystem (brushless

generator) are based on signal analysis and heuristic methods

derived from experience. Model-based fault diagnosis techniques

are hypothesized to be more general and powerful in designing

detection and isolation schemes. However, building sufficiently

accurate models of brushless generators is a difficult task. dq

models have been developed for single generators, but these

models are not suitable to represent the complete brushless

generator either in normal or fault situations, where the generator

may become unbalanced. In this paper, we develop a novel

hybrid dynamical model for the complete brushless ac generator.

We exploit the hybrid modeling capability to accurately model

different rectifier diode faults and rotor winding faults, reported

as the most severe brushless generator faults. We simulate the

hybrid model for nominal and different faulty conditions, and

develop fault signatures for different machine faults.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Integrated drive generator (IDG) is the

primary source for electrical power in the aircraft.

The system draws its power from the main aircraft

engines and comprises two synchronous generators

that operate in a brushless configuration. It also

includes a number of other subsystems that convert

the mechanical energy into electrical energy at a

prespecified voltage and frequency. Since the machine

operates in harsh environments, different components

are subject to degradations and faults that can vary

in terms of their critical effects on system behavior.

For the electrical subsystem of the IDG, the most

critical faults are winding faults and rectifier diode

failures [4]. Fast and accurate fault detection and

isolation (FDI) is a necessary component for the safe

and reliable operation of the IDG, and, therefore, the

aircraft.

The majority of existing techniques for FDI of

synchronous generators are model free [5, 7, 20, 25].

Some of these techniques require the installation of

additional hardware, e.g., search coils, yet this may

not be possible for existing IDG installations. Other

techniques assume special machine designs, e.g., the

ability to measure circulating current in the main

armature winding, or have access to measurements

that are not available in brushless designs. Harmonic

analysis has been proposed as an alternative technique

to detect machine faults, but fault discrimination with

harmonic analysis is a difficult task since different

faults have a similar effect on the harmonics generated

in the machine windings during faulty operations.

On the other hand, model-based diagnosis

(MBD) techniques that utilize structural and analytic

information captured in the system model provide a

more general and powerful framework for designing

FDI schemes [10, 12]. The distinguishing feature

of MBD approach is the use of a system model that

describes the laws which govern the behavior of

the system for all possible inputs. Once a model

is provided, the MBD engine should be able to

detect system faults by comparing its input/output

observations with the predicted behavior using the

provided model. Furthermore, different models can

be provided to the MBD engine for different faults,

and the MBD would be able to diagnose the fault,

by comparing the actual system behavior with the

predicted behavior from different models [11]. An

added benefit of MBD is that it provides methods

for establishing the set of measurements required

to discriminate among different fault types (i.e., the

measurement selection problem [23]).

Despite the advantages of MBD, little work has

been done in this area for brushless generators. One

of the reasons is that constructing an appropriate

model for the machine is challenging due to the

multiple phenomena that need to be captured by the
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model. In addition, the resulting model is, in general,

a complex, nonlinear, and time-varying model that

is hard to analyze. Despite these challenges, there

are some practical considerations and reasonable

approximations that, if taken into account while

building the model, result in a simpler model, yet

with sufficient accuracy to capture the machine

behavior aspects. For example, current machine

implementations allow continuous operation in

the linear range of the magnetic curve, except for

overload conditions. Therefore, unless it is desired

to study the machine behavior during overload

conditions, magnetic saturation could be neglected.

Also, from a practical point of view, the mechanical

subsystem that regulates the speed of rotation is

robust to electrical subsystem fluctuations, due to

sophisticated feedback control algorithms. Therefore,

the mechanical subsystem could be decoupled from

the electrical subsystem with minor loss of model

accuracy. Similar approximations and practical

considerations can result in system representations that

are easier to analyze.

The first contribution of this paper is the

development of a novel hybrid dynamical model

for the complete brushless ac generator, based on

phase domain representation. The key to model-based

techniques is to build an accurate model for the

system. The traditional approach for modeling ac

synchronous generators is based on the dq model,

where the well-known dq transformation is applied

to the state variables (winding fluxes or currents)

to convert the linear time-varying system to a linear

time-invariant one in the dq frame of reference

[1, 14]. To obtain a time-invariant system, the

transformation assumes that symmetric conditions

apply to the machine model. When faults occur in

the system, or a nonlinear load is connected to the

machine, the conditions of symmetry are violated for

the IDG exciter generator with the rectifier circuit

as a load. In this case, the dq transformation does

not produce a time-invariant system, therefore, the

advantages of applying the transformation are lost.

In general, dq modeling is useful only for the analysis

and simulation of the normal behavior of generators,

where the normal operating range is sufficient for

designing generator feedback controllers. However,

if it is important to study and analyze a wide variety

of machine configurations and transient phenomena

(especially those caused by faults), then a phase

domain behavior model (with no transformations)

more accurately represents the resultant behavior,

and, therefore, is more useful for FDI applications.

Moreover, the phase domain representation has the

advantage of handling the inherent asymmetries in

the brushless design. With the goal of MBD, we

focus on methods for systematically modeling and

simulating a variety of nominal and faulty behaviors

of the complete brushless generator.

In typical simulation studies, the focus is on the

modeling of a single generator [22, 28]. The exciter

generator and the rectifier circuit are represented

by a constant dc voltage source. This approach is

adequate for the fault-free exciter generator and

rectifier circuits, but recent fault criticality analysis

studies have shown that the highest priority failure

modes are rotor field winding faults, rotating rectifier

diode faults, and shaft bearing failures [4]. Therefore,

to satisfy the need for more accurate models for

FDI of the generators, we have to build models that

accurately capture the exciter generator dynamics.

Since the output of the exciter generator is connected

to a rectifier circuit that contains switching elements,

we adopt a hybrid modeling approach, where discrete

and continuous dynamics are combined, to accurately

model the complete brushless ac generator under

normal and faulty conditions.

The second contribution of the paper is the

accurate modeling of the IDG in the presence of

different rectifier diode faults and winding faults,

using the hybrid system modeling approach. For

diode faults, a short circuit fault eventually leads to

an open circuit condition, as the resultant over current

burns the diode. Therefore, we only consider open

circuit diode faults in this paper. Field winding faults

could be either parametric or structural faults, where

parametric faults are characterized by a change in the

magnitude of one (or more) system model parameters,

while structural faults change the system configuration

and cannot be represented by a system parameter

magnitude change alone. We focus our attention on

parametric faults to simplify the exposition in this

paper. However, the proposed model could be easily

extended to include structural faults, by including the

additional current loops in the model representation.

We show that the proposed hybrid model can be

effectively used to represent the brushless generator

for the two fault types considered.

Our third contribution is the implementation

and simulation of the hybrid system model, under

normal and faulty conditions. This emphasizes the

power of model-based methods to capture system

dynamic behavior. Using the hybrid model, we

develop fault signatures for rectifier diode faults and

winding parametric faults. The fault signatures include

nonmeasurable signals in addition to the measured

terminal signals. The inclusion of nonmeasurable

signals is unique to model-based FDI since it is

possible to estimate the hidden states of the system,

subject to the satisfaction of system observability

conditions.

The work presented in this paper represents a

generalization of our previous work where the model

was developed for the exciter generator and rectifier

only [29]. In addition to winding faults considered in

[29], rectifier diode faults are thoroughly investigated

in this paper. Different combinations of diode faults
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Fig. 1. IDG system block diagram. Electrical subsystem includes exciter generator, rectifier, and main generator with connected load. It

is controlled by the GCU. The mechanical subsystem includes the governor and the differential assembly. System components enclosed

in gray box rotate with main shaft, while remaining components are stationary, giving rise to brushless design.

are injected and simulated and a fault signature table

is extracted from simulation results with guidelines for

possible detection and diagnosis methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section II describes the IDG block diagram,

explaining different system components and their

function. Section III presents a brief literature search

for existing techniques of modeling and fault detection

in synchronous generators. Section IV discusses our

hybrid model for the brushless generator. Section V

includes a discussion on modeling different types of

field winding faults. Section VI presents a general

framework to extend the generator model to include

an arbitrary number of open-circuit diode faults.

Section VII presents simulation results for normal and

different faulty behaviors of the machine. Section VIII

includes a discussion on modeling and simulation

results, and Section IX concludes the work.

II. AIRCRAFT IDG

Fig. 1 illustrates the IDG system block diagram.

The modeled generator operates in a 3-phase brushless

configuration, with its drive end connected to a

prime mover that is driven by the aircraft engine.

The electrical subsystem is composed of four main

components: the exciter generator, the rectifier,

the main generator (with connected load), and the

generator control unit (GCU). The exciter generator

field current produces a magnetic field whose strength

is proportional to the exciter current. The rotation

of the prime mover in the magnetic field induces

a 3-phase voltage in the exciter armature, which

is rectified by the three-phase diode rectifier. The

dc voltage current (with ripples) from the diode

rectifier is then applied to the main generator field

winding, which produces a 3-phase voltage in the

main generator armature connected to the load.

To keep the terminal voltage at (or close to) its

operating value, the GCU calculates the rms value

of the 3-phase voltages, compares it with a reference

value, and regulates the field voltage of the exciter

generator, using a predefined control algorithm. The

exciter generator armature, rectifier, and the main

generator field (enclosed in a gray dashed rectangular

box) rotate with the main shaft that drives the entire

brushless generator system, while the exciter field, the

main generator armature, the GCU, and the load are

stationary.

The mechanical subsystem is composed of the

governor, which regulates the shaft speed by acting on

a hydraulic unit/differential assembly. The differential

unit adds or subtracts speed to drive the generator at a

constant speed despite the variations of engine speed.

In this paper, we model the electrical subsystem

including the exciter generator, rectifier, and the

main generator with connected load. To simplify the

presentation, we model the governor as a simple PI

controller and assume ideal hydraulic/differential

assembly, where the output of the PI controller

represents the mechanical torque that is applied

directly to the IDG.

III. RELATED WORK

The standard model used to represent a single

synchronous ac generator is the dq model, that is

based on Park’s transformation [24]. Whereas the

dq model is very useful to represent symmetric

machine operations under balanced conditions, these
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Fig. 2. Brushless ac generator electrical schematic diagram.

advantages are lost when analyzing unbalanced
conditions, or asymmetrical faults [28]. For
these cases, the abc modeling approach is more
appropriate [14].
To model the complete brushless generator, both

synchronous generators and the rectifier circuit have
to be explicitly modeled. The rectifier is composed
of switching elements (diodes) which introduce
discrete dynamics into the overall system behavior.
The traditional way of analyzing switching circuits
relies on averaging or discretization techniques to
make analysis of the circuit more tractable [26].
To accommodate behaviors caused by diode faults,
we explicitly model the diode components of the
complete brushless generator. This requires the
adoption of a hybrid systems modeling approach [2].
Winding faults have received considerable attention

in the literature, and different approaches have been
proposed for winding fault detection. Specifically, the
use of search coils to measure airgap flux asymmetry
has been proposed to detect inter-turn faults [8]. This
requires extra equipment that may be difficult to
install in existing machines. For short circuit faults,
one approach is to measure the circulating current
in the main armature coils [27]. This approach is
dependent on the generator design and cannot be
applied in general. Another approach is the injection
of voltage pulses in the rotor field winding and
measuring the reflected signal [15]. This technique
is clearly not applicable on brushless designs where
the rotor field winding is not accessible. Harmonic
analysis has been proposed to detect and isolate
field and armature windings inter-turn faults as
well as phase to ground faults [6, 7, 25]. However,
harmonic signals depend on generator construction
and excitation, and change with varying loads, making
the discrimination between faults and load fluctuations
a difficult task.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been

proposed to diagnose internal machine faults in
[20]. The difficulty with using neural networks is
that they require large, comprehensive data sets that

capture different modes of operation of the machine

and a number of fault conditions and magnitudes

to effectively classify fault conditions. Different

combinations of loads, faults, fault locations and

magnitudes, and current signal values are required to

generate the training data sets. Unless sufficient data

is available to cover a majority of these conditions, the

neural network classifier will be inaccurate and it may

generate incorrect results [9].

Researchers have paid less attention to the

detection of rectifier diode faults when compared with

winding faults. Diode faults, although not representing

an immediate risk on the generating system, may

develop into a condition causing machine malfunction

[4]. The traditional way to detect diode faults is

through harmonic analysis of the exciter generator

field current [19], or by calculating a simple ratio of

the rms main generator current to the exciter generator

field current. The use of search coils in the airgap has

also been proposed in [17].

In this paper we motivate our model-based

approach for fault detection, by extending our

previous work in [29] to model the complete

IDG system and to study diode fault behavior in

addition to winding faults. We model the system in

sufficient detail, and then develop fault signatures by

understanding the physics of the failure events. Unlike

existing work that relies on existing measurements or

adds new equipment to measure additional signals,

having a complete model for the system with faulty

conditions allows the estimation of hidden states, and

therefore, expands the set of signals that could be

exploited for FDI.

IV. BRUSHLESS AC GENERATOR HYBRID MODEL

Fig. 2 illustrates the electrical schematic diagram

for the brushless generator system (excluding the

GCU). Each generator is represented by a set of

magnetically coupled windings, namely the field

winding (denoted by fd), the 3-phase output windings

(denoted by a, b, and c), and the damper windings
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TABLE I

Glossary of Model Variables

Variable Description

ix Winding-x current, main generator

îx Winding-x current, exciter generator

vx Winding-x voltage, main generator

v̂x Winding-x voltage, exciter generator

¸x Winding-x flux linkage, main generator
ˆ̧
x Winding-x flux linkage, exciter generator

rx Winding-x resistance, main generator

r̂x Winding-x resistance, exciter generator

! Electrical angular velocity

μr Angular displacement

Tm Mechanical input torque

P Number of pole pairs of the main/exciter generators

J Rotor inertia

D Damping coefficient of the mechanical

rotational system

(denoted by kq and kd). The damper windings are
used only in the main generator. The rectifier circuit
is represented by a 3-phase diode bridge circuit.
Table I lists a glossary of the state variables

and resistance parameters used in the model, where
subscript x 2 fa,b,c,kq,fd,kdg corresponds to
a specific winding. To differentiate between the
parameters and state variables for the exciter generator
and the main generator, we use the :̂ notation, e.g. r̂a,
for exciter generator variables. A complete glossary
for model parameters is found in Tables III and IV.
We derive the mathematical model for the

complete generating system by applying the
Kirchoff’s voltage law (KVL) equations to each
winding, taking into account the magnetic coupling
between the different windings. However, the rectifier
circuit with its switching diodes creates multiple
configurations (modes) for the system. Each mode of
operation is defined by the combinations of forward
and reverse-biased diodes in the rectifier, and the
system behavior in each mode is defined by a set of
differential equations.
We model diodes as ideal switches, acting as

short circuit when forward-biased, and open circuit
when reverse-biased. A detailed model for the
rectifier that takes into account the conduction
overlap phenomenon (arising from exciter generator
inductances) would require 13 modes of operation;
six modes for the classical conduction, six modes
of overlap, and one discontinuous conduction mode
[3]. In this paper, we ignore the conduction overlap
phenomenon and model only the classical conduction
modes to simplify the exposition. However, the
reader should note that the impact of modeling the
conduction overlap is the addition of extra modes
in the hybrid model with the relevant dynamics.
Therefore, the results presented here would still
be applicable with a straightforward extension of
the model. Table II lists the six classical modes
of operation with their relevant terminal voltage

TABLE II

Generator Hybrid Model Modes of Operation

Exciter Terminal Forward-Biased

Mode Voltage Condition Diodes

AB v̂a > v̂c > v̂b DaT and DbB
AC v̂a > v̂b > v̂c DaT and DcB
BC v̂b > v̂a > v̂c DbT and DcB
BA v̂b > v̂c > v̂a DbT and DaB
CA v̂c > v̂b > v̂a DcT and DaB
CB v̂c > v̂a > v̂b DcT and DbB

conditions, and the forward-biased diodes (all

remaining diodes are reverse-biased).
Fig. 3 shows the corresponding system automaton

with the six discrete modes and the guard conditions

expressed in terms of exciter generator terminal

voltages. The ignored modes of overlap would

fit between every pair of the classical modes,
with obvious guard conditions. As an example,

an additional mode between modes AB and AC

would be needed to represent the overlapping period

where diodes DaT, DbB , and DcB are simultaneously
forward-biased. For every discrete mode, the system

evolves according to its continuous dynamics. For

brevity, we present the mathematical model for mode

AB only, but the dynamics of the other discrete states

can be derived in a similar way.
The electrical schematic diagram for mode AB is

illustrated in Fig. 3. Inside the dashed box, windings a

and b of the exciter generator and winding fd of the

main generator are connected together, while winding

c of the exciter generator is floating. Applying KVL,
we get the following set of equations:

_̧
a = raia+ va (1)

_̧
b = rbib + vb (2)

_̧
c = rcic+ vc (3)

_̧
kq =¡rkqikq (4)

_̂
ia¡ _ifd = 0 (5)

_̧
kd =¡rkdikd (6)

_̂
¸a¡

_̂
¸b ¡ _̧ fd = (r̂a+ r̂b + rfd)îa (7)

_̂
ia+

_̂
ib = 0 (8)

_̂
ic = 0 (9)

_̂
¸fd =¡r̂fdîfd +VF (10)

_! =
P

2J
(Tm¡Te¡ T̂e¡D!) (11)

_μr = w: (12)

Te and T̂e denote the electric (load) torque of the main
and exciter generators, respectively, and are given
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Fig. 3. Brushless generator system automaton. Dashed box shows electrical schematic diagram when system is in mode AB, where

windings a and b of exciter generator, and winding fd of main generator are connected together, while winding c of exciter generator

is floating.

by [14]:

Te =
P(Lmq¡Lmd)

6
[i2a ¡ 0:5(ib + ic)2¡ ia(ib + ic)] sin(2μr)

+
PLmd
3

μ
Nfd

Ns
ifd +

Nkd
Ns
ikd

¶
[ia¡ 0:5ib ¡ 0:5ic]cos(μr)

+

p
3P(Lmq¡Lmd)

8
(i2b + i

2
c ¡ 2iaib +2iaic)cos(2μr)

+
P(Lmq¡Lmd)

2
ibic sin(2μr) +

PLmd

2
p
3
[ib ¡ ic]sin(μr)

¡ NkqP
3Ns

Lmqikq[ia¡ 0:5ib ¡ 0:5ic]sin(μr)

+
NkqP

2
p
3Ns

Lmqikq[ib ¡ ic]cos(μr) (13)

T̂e =
P(L̂mq¡ L̂md)

6
[î2a ¡ 0:5(î2b + îc)2¡ îa(îb + îc)] sin(2μr)

+

p
3P(L̂mq¡ L̂md)

8
(î2b + î

2
c ¡ 2îa îb +2îaîc)cos(2μr)

+
N̂fdP

2
p
3N̂s

[îb ¡ îc]sin(μr) +
P(L̂mq¡ L̂md)

2
îb îc sin(2μr)

+
N̂fdP

3N̂s

L̂mdîfd[îa¡ 0:5îb ¡ 0:5îc]cos(μr): (14)

There are 12 state variables, representing the

currents in the different windings, in addition to the

angular displacement μr, and angular velocity !. From

(5), (8), and (9), we have four dependent currents,

which reduces the state variables to nine. However,

we use the twelve state variables to keep the model

representation consistent between the different modes,

and also to facilitate model implementation.

We define the following vectors:

¸= [¸a ¸b ¸c ¸kq ¸fd ¸kd]
T

i= [ia ib ic ikq ifd ikd]
T

ˆ̧ = [ ˆ̧ a
ˆ̧
b

ˆ̧
c
ˆ̧
fd]

T

î= [îa îb îc îfd]
T

R= [ra rb rc ¡ rkq 0 ¡ rkd r̂a

+ r̂b + rfd 0 0 ¡ r̂fd]

u= [va vb vc 0 0 0 0 0 0 VF]
T:

We have the following ¸-i relationship for the

main generator:

¸= Li ) _̧ = L_i+ _Li (15)
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and for the exciter generator:

ˆ̧ = L̂î ) _̂
¸= L̂

_̂
i+

_̂
Lî (16)

where L and L̂ are the inductance matrices for
the main and exciter generators, respectively. The

matrices are time varying, depending on the angular

displacement μr, and their expressions are given in the

Appendix. Combining (1)—(16) together, and using

the notation L2 to designate row 2 of matrix L, and
1i1j1,i2j2,:::nm to designate an n£m matrix with all zero
elements except elements (i1,j1), (i2,j2), : : :, we get

M

"
_i
_̂
i

#
= (N+R)

·
i

î

¸
+u

where

M=

26666666666666666666664

L1 0

L2 0

L3 0

L4 0

¡11516 11114

L6 0

¡L5 L̂1¡ L̂2
0 111,1214

0 11314

0 L̂4

37777777777777777777775

, N=

266666666666666666666664

¡ _L1 0

¡ _L2 0

¡ _L3 0

¡ _L4 0

0 0

¡ _L6 0

_L5
_̂
L2¡

_̂
L1

0 0

0 0

0 ¡ _̂L4

377777777777777777777775
(17)

where 0 and 1 are column vectors of 0 and 1,

respectively, with appropriate dimensions. The

state-space model for the complete system is then

given by "
_i
_̂
i

#
=M¡1(N+R)

"
i

î

#
+M¡1u

_! =
P

2J
(Tm¡Te¡ T̂e¡D!)

_μr = w:

(18)

This represents a nonlinear, time-varying system. It

should be highlighted that the state-space model given

by (18) is not a complete system description, since the

main generator terminal voltages have to be defined in

terms of the state variables, i.e., the winding currents.

For example, if we assume a resistive load Ra,Rb,Rc,

then the complete state-space model is still given by

(18) with the following definition for R and u:

R= diag(Ra+ ra,Rb + rb,Rc+ rc,¡rkq,0,
¡ rkd, r̂a+ r̂b+ rfd,0,0,¡r̂fd) (19)

u= [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 VF]
T: (20)

The model presented in this section is

implemented in Matlab/Simulink®, and the nominal

behavior of the machine is discussed in Section

VIIA. The nominal behavior is also summarized in

Fig. 7.

V. MODELING MAIN FIELD WINDING FAULTS

Generator winding faults can be classified

into one of two main categories: parametric faults

and structural faults [29]. Parametric faults are

characterized by a change in the magnitude of

one or more system model parameters. These

faults do not affect the structure of the system,

and, therefore, the system model is still a valid

representation for the actual system. Structural

faults change the system configuration and cannot

be captured by a magnitude change in the system

parameters. The system model under these faults is

no longer valid, and a new model representing the

new configuration is necessary to generate the system

behavior.

Parametric faults can be further classified into

abrupt and incipient faults, where abrupt faults

describe a sudden change in system parameters, while

incipient faults describe a degradation that evolves

continuously with time. An example of an abrupt

fault is the sudden increase of a winding resistance,

or the sudden decrease in the number of windings,

due to shorted turns. An example of an incipient fault

is the gradual increase of winding resistance due to

overheating of the rotating part.

Parametric faults can be represented easily using

the hybrid model presented in Section IV. The

structure of the model remains the same, including

the discrete modes and the continuous dynamics

equations, although the continuous dynamics for every

discrete mode will be different depending on the new

parameter values.

Structural faults can be classified into external

and internal faults. External faults are the ones

that happen outside the machine terminals, and

although they do not change the structure of the

machine, the overall system model changes. An

example is a phase-to-phase short circuit fault. Internal

faults are intrinsic to the machine itself (within

the machine boundary). An example of an internal

fault that changes the structure of the system is a

phase-to-ground short circuit. The short circuit from

the winding to the ground creates a new loop with

voltage equal to 0 [21]. The machine with the short

circuit fault could be modeled in a similar way to the

one presented in Section IV, by including the new

loop. The number of discrete modes will remain the

same, since it is related to the rectifier circuit, but the

continuous dynamics inside every discrete mode will

be different. The situation becomes more complex
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Fig. 4. Brushless generator rectifier faults. Diode DaT fails open, diode DcB fails closed, while phase b is disconnected from rectifier

circuit.

when there is a dual fault from two phases to the

ground.

Field winding faults generally evolve over time,

and structural faults are usually caused by persistent,

small, parametric faults. For example, a small number

of shorted turns may cause overheating in the

magnetic core of the generator, which after a period

of time causes structural winding to ground faults.

Therefore, we consider only parametric faults for

the field winding. As pointed out before, structural

faults could be simulated by extending the hybrid

model, with the added complexity represented by the

increased system order.

An example of a single parametric fault, an

abrupt increase in the main generator field winding

resistance rfd, is simulated. The results are discussed

in Section VIIC, and the behavior is summarized in

Fig. 10.

VI. MODELING RECTIFIER DIODE FAULTS

In this section we exploit the hybrid model

presented in Section IV to model the brushless

generator with different combinations of diode faults.

We first identify rectifier circuit fault types, then we

present an algorithm to identify the discrete dynamics

for the system with any combination of faulty diodes.

We give examples for different faults to explain the

algorithm implementation.

Studying the rectifier circuit shows that faults

could occur in either the diodes or the cables

connecting the three-phase output of the exciter

generator to the rectifier circuit. Diodes fail in one

of two ways: failed open or failed short. In practice,

shorted diodes often overheat, and burn out causing

open circuits. Therefore, we address open circuit

diode faults in this paper. Cable faults are diverse,

and we restrict ourselves in this study to discrete

cable faults, where one of the 3 phases of the exciter

generator is no longer connected to the rectifier

circuit. Fig. 4 illustrates the three types of faults,

where diode DaT is open, diode DcB is shorted, and

phase b is disconnected from the rectifier circuit.

It can be easily shown that the loss of one phase is

equivalent to two diodes suffering open circuit failures

in the vertical branch of the rectifier connected to the

faulty phase.

The six discrete modes presented in Table II

represent the maximum set of modes that the system

can be in for any normal or faulty behavior. In other

words, the system with rectifier diode faults can be

represented with a subset of the set composed of

the six discrete modes of the system. An additional

OFF mode may be needed for the case of multiple

diode faults, representing the rectifier circuit when in

off mode (not conducting, i.e., the exciter and main

generators are decoupled). Algorithm 1 provides a

formal procedure to specify valid system modes and

to define system behavior. The algorithm is general

and could be applied to single and multiple diode

faults, as well as phase faults.

We describe some terminology that is used in

Algorithm 1. We designate the set of diodes for the

rectifier circuit by D = fDij , i 2 P = fa,b,cg, j 2
fT,Bgg, where i represents the connected phase
and j represents the position of the diode (top or

bottom). The set of faulty diodes is denoted by

F ½D. − = fAB,AC,BC,BA,CA,CBg is the set of
the discrete modes for the brushless hybrid system,

and −f =− [fOFFg is the set of the discrete modes
for the brushless hybrid system, covering both normal

and faulty system behavior. The set of valid discrete

system modes after a diode fault has occurred is

denoted by M ½ −f , and the set of excluded system

modes is denoted by M̄ =−f ¡M. Finally, g :− 7!−f
is a function mapping defining the replacement for

every excluded system mode, i.e., it defines the

discrete mode the system resides in during the

time period originally allocated to the excluded

mode.
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Fig. 5. System automaton and rectifier output voltage for single diode fault. (a) System automaton with rectifier diode DaT open circuit

fault. Modes AB and AC are no longer valid system modes, and system jumps from mode CB directly to mode BC. Time for mode AB

is spent in mode CB, and time for mode AC is spent in mode BC. (b) Rectifier output voltage with single diode fault, for diode DaT .

Labels indicate active system mode during every time period. Dashed curve refers to normal output voltage, while solid curve represents

output with diode fault. Modes AC and AB are not valid system modes with DaT fault, and system moves from mode CB to mode BC

directly, causing return to zero for rectifier output voltage.

ALGORITHM 1 Specifying valid system modes and

system behavior with rectifier diode faults

Input: F

Output: M,g(:)

fdefine excluded system modesg
for k 2 F do
if j = T then

M̄k = fiī : ī= P¡ ig
else

M̄k = fīi : ī= P¡ ig
end if

end for

M̄ = [k2FM̄k,M =−¡ M̄ fset of valid system modesg
fdefine system behavior and whether OFF state is
requiredg
for m= p1p2 2 − do

if m 2 M̄ then

p̄= P¡fp1,p2g
m1 = p1p̄,m2 = fp̄p2g fm1 and m2 cannot be
valid system modes simultaneously, otherwise

m will not be an excluded mode.g
if m1 2M then

g(m) =m1
else if m2 2M then

g(m) =m2
else

g(m) =OFF

M =M [fOFFg
end if

else

g(m) =m

end if

end for

return M,g(:)

In the following we give examples for single, dual

diode, and phase faults. Examples refer to Fig. 2 for

illustration purposes.

EXAMPLE 1 (Single Diode Fault) Assume diode

DaT failed in an open circuit position. Following

Algorithm 1 with F = fDaTg:
M̄aT = fAB,ACg
M̄ = M̄aT = fAB,ACg, M = fBA,CA,CB,BCg
m= AB m1 = AC (excluded) m2 = CB (valid)

) g(AB) = CB AB time spent in CB

m= AC m1 = AB (excluded) m2 = BC (valid)

) g(AC) = BC AC time spent in BC

M = fBA,CA,CB,BCg
g(−) = fCB,BC,BC,BA,CA,CBg:
Fig. 5(a) illustrates the system automaton under

this new condition, with excluded modes and

transitions marked with dashed lines. Fig. 5(b) shows

the rectifier circuit output voltage (main generator

field excitation) with DaT diode fault, as compared

with the normal output. The system spends the time

of mode AB in mode CB, and the time for mode AC

in mode BC. Also, since the rectifier output voltage

is the difference between the connected terminal

voltages va, vb, and vc (according to the active mode),

the transition condition from mode CB to mode

BC shows that the rectifier output voltage has to

return to zero every complete cycle through system

modes.
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Fig. 6. System automaton and rectifier output voltage for dual diode fault. (a) System automaton with rectifier diodes DaT and DbB
open circuit fault. Modes CB, AB, and AC are no longer valid system modes. Additional OFF mode is required, representing the case

when rectifier circuit is not conducting, hence exciter and main generators are decoupled. Time for mode CB is allocated to CA, time

for mode AC is allocated to BC, time for mode AB is allocated to OFF mode. (b) Rectifier output voltage with dual diode fault, for

diode DaT and DbB . Labels indicate active system mode during every time period. Dashed curve refers to normal output voltage, while

solid curve represents output with diode fault. Modes AC, CB, and AB are not valid system modes, and time for mode AB is allocated

to OFF mode, representing no conduction for rectifier circuit.

If, on the other hand, diode DaB fails in an open

circuit position, then the same argument leads to the

exclusion of modes BA and CA. Other single diode

failures can be analyzed in a similar way.

EXAMPLE 2 (Dual Diode Fault) Assume diodes

DaT and DbB failed in an open circuit position, then

F = fDaT,DbBg:
M̄aT = fAB,ACg
M̄bB = fAB,CBg
M̄ = M̄aT [ M̄bB = fAB,AC,CBg, M = fBA,BC,CAg
m= AB m1 = AC (excluded) m2 = CB (excluded)

) g(AB) =OFF AB time spent in OFF state

M = fBA,BC,CA,OFFg
m= AC m1 = AB (excluded) m2 = BC (valid)

) g(AC) = BC AC time spent in BC

m= CB m1 = CA (valid) m2 = AB (excluded)

) g(CB) = CA CB time spent in CA

M = fBA,BC,CA,OFFg
g(−) = fOFF,BC,BC,BA,CA,CA,OFFg:
Fig. 6(a) illustrates the resulting system automaton.

The system spends the time of mode CB in mode CA,

the time of mode AB in mode OFF, and the time of

mode AC in mode BC. This gives rise to the rectifier

circuit output voltage in Fig. 6(b).

For phase faults, a discrete phase fault (losing

one phase connection to the rectifier) is equivalent

to two diode faults in the vertical branch connected

to the phase. In this case, every phase loss results in

an exclusion of four system modes, since every diode

results in the exclusion of two modes, and the two

diodes, being in one branch, do not have any common

modes. Moreover, it can be easily shown that it is

always true that there is a valid mode for the system

when the transition condition to an excluded mode is

satisfied. Therefore, OFF mode is not a valid system

mode for phase faults. Phase faults can be modeled in

a similar way to Examples 1 and 2.

The two types of faults presented in Examples 1

and 2 are simulated in this paper. The results are

discussed in Section VIIB, and the behavior is

summarized in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

The complete mathematical model for the

brushless generator, presented in Section IV, is

implemented in Matlab/Simulink® [18], to generate

behaviors under nominal and faulty conditions. A

400 Hz brushless generator, with the equivalent set

of parameter values (in SI units) shown in Table III,

is used for simulation. These parameters are in

dq domain, and transformed to the phase-domain

values using the equations shown in Table IV. The

transformation is not unique since more than one

ratio of the windings may result in the same set of

parameter values in the phase domain. The parameter

values are used for both the main and exciter

generators. Primed parameters are field variables

referred to the armature windings.

A. Nominal Behavior

The system is simulated with no faults to setup

the reference signals for comparison purposes, when
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TABLE III

dq Model Parameters

Parameter Description Value

Lls Leakage inductance, stator winding 0.004527 H

Lmd Magnetizing inductance, d winding 0.1086 H

Lmq Magnetizing inductance, q winding 0.05175 H

Ĺlkq Leakage inductance, kq winding

(referred)

0.01015 H

Ĺlfd Leakage inductance, fd winding

(referred)

0.01132 H

Ĺlkd Leakage inductance, kd winding

(referred)

0.007334 H

ra resistance, stator winding a 1.62 −

rb resistance, stator winding b 1.62 −

rc resistance, stator winding c 1.62 −

ŕkq resistance, kq winding 4.772 −

ŕfd resistance, fd winding 0.6 k−

ŕkd resistance, kd winding 3.142 −

Ns Number of turns, stator winding 100

Nfd Number of turns, fd winding 100

Nkq Number of turns, kq winding 100

Nkd Number of turns, kd winding 100

D Damping coefficient 0.009 kg.m2.s¡1

J Moment of inertia 0.0923 kg.m2

studying system behavior with faults. The following

signals are observed (Fig. 7):

Exciter generator winding currents: according

to system dynamics description in Section IV, every

phase current îa, îb, îc is on for the duration of two

modes (1/3 the generator output period ¼ 0:83 ms),
off for 1/6 of the period, on (with opposite sign)

for 1/3 of the period, and off for 1/6 of the period.

The field current is steady with superimposed small

magnitude oscillations.

Rectifier output voltage: the voltage is a typical

output from a 3-phase rectifier, with average dc

voltage and superimposed ripples.

Main generator winding currents: phase currents

represent the nominal 3-phase sinusoidal output from

the generator. Damper winding currents are equal

to zero during steady state, with very small ripples.

The field winding current signal exhibits the same

behavior of its accompanying rectifier output voltage.

B. Diode Fault Injection

Single and dual diode faults are simulated. Diode

designations are with reference to Fig. 2.

1) Single Diode Fault: The system is simulated

with an open circuit fault in diode DaT, injected at

time t= 0:5 s. According to Section VI, this results

in the discrete mode set fCB,BC,BA,CAg, and the
automaton in Fig. 5(a). The following signals are

observed (Fig. 8).

Exciter generator winding currents: because

of excluded modes, îa · 0. îb and îc exhibit similar

TABLE IV

Phase-Domain Model Parameters Calculation

Parameter Description Expression

LA Machine geometrical parameter
Lmd+Lmq

3

LB Machine geometrical parameter
Lmd¡Lmq

3

Llkq Leakage inductance, kq

winding

³
2

3

´μNkq
Ns

¶2
Ĺlkq

Lmkq Magnetizing inductance, kq

winding

³
2

3

´μNkq
Ns

¶2
Lmq

Llfd Leakage inductance, fd

winding

³
2

3

´μNfd
Ns

¶2
Ĺlfd

Llkd Leakage inductance, kd

winding

³
2

3

´μ
Nkd
Ns

¶2
Ĺlkd

Lskq Mutual inductance, stator-kq

windings

³
2

3

´μNkq
Ns

¶
Lmq

Lsfd Mutual inductance, stator-fd

windings

³
2

3

´μNfd
Ns

¶
Lmd

Lskd Mutual inductance, stator-kd

windings

³
2

3

´μ
Nkd
Ns

¶
Lmd

Lfdkd Mutual inductance, fd-kd

windings

μ
Nfd

Nkd

¶
Lmkd

rkq Resistance, kq winding
³
2

3

´μNkq
Ns

¶2
ŕkq

rfd Resistance, fd winding
³
2

3

´μNfd
Ns

¶2
ŕfd

rkd Resistance, kd winding
³
2

3

´μ
Nkd
Ns

¶2
ŕkd

behavior to their nominal waveform, except that

the transition from positive to negative half cycle

for îb is smooth with no abrupt return to zero as in

the nominal case. The same is applied to îc when

switching from negative to positive half cycles. This

can be easily explained by following the system

automaton in Fig. 5(a). The exciter field winding

current undergoes periodic oscillations with the same

waveform as the rectifier output voltage, except that

the waveform does not return to zero, but to a value

that is > 0 and smaller than its steady state value.

Rectifier output voltage: the voltage returns

to zero during modes AB and AC, as explained in

Section VI. The signal does not match Fig. 5(b) as

the 3-phase output from the exciter generator is not

pure sinusoidal with rectifier diode faults.

Main generator winding currents: the 3-phase

currents undergo distortion, which may be detected by

harmonic analysis. The field winding signal behavior

is very similar to the output voltage. An interesting

behavior for damper winding currents is noted, since

these currents are almost equal to zero in normal

operation. With diodes fault, both currents undergo

out-of-phase spikes at the time of fault injection,
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Fig. 7. Nominal behavior for brushless generator. (a) Exciter generator currents, angular velocity, and angular displacement. Phase

currents take turns to switch on and off, field current has small magnitude oscillations around its steady state value. Angular velocity

has very small perturbations due to the PI controller dynamic behavior. (b) Rectifier output voltage is typical output from 3-phase diode

rectifier, where sinusoidal ripples are superimposed on average dc voltage. (c) Main generator winding currents. 3-phase currents are

sinusoidal signals with ¼=3 phase shifts; damper winding currents are effectively zero with very small magnitude oscillations, and field

winding current has same sinusoidal ripples of rectifier output voltage, with much smaller magnitude.

then both signals have oscillations with sufficient

magnitude that could be exploited for fault detection.

Furthermore, the oscillations are out of phase by

¼ deg rad.

2) Dual Diode Fault: The system is simulated

with an open circuit fault in diodes DaT and DbB ,

injected at time t= 0:5 s, which results in the discrete

mode set fBC,BA,CA,OFFg, and the automaton in
Fig. 6(a). The following signals are observed (Fig. 9).

Exciter generator winding currents: because of

the excluded modes, îa · 0 and îb ¸ 0. The exciter
field current undergoes periodic oscillations with very

similar waveform to the rectifier output voltage.

Rectifier output voltage: the voltage goes to zero

for the duration of mode AB (1/6 the output voltage

period ¼ 0:42 ms), as explained in Section VI. The
discrepancy with Fig. 6(b) is due to the fact that the

3-phase output from the exciter generator is not pure

sinusoidal with rectifier diode faults. The negative

spike is an artifact of hybrid systems simulation

when switching modes, and is not part of the system

dynamics.

Main generator winding currents: slight distortion

is noted in phases abc output currents, but not with a

sufficient magnitude to allow robust fault detection.

The field winding signal behavior is very similar to

the output voltage. The behavior for damper winding

currents is the same as in the case of a single diode

fault, namely out of phase spikes, followed by large

magnitude periodic oscillations.

It can be shown that other diode faults have similar

effects, except for phase differences. As a conclusion,

fault signatures for different diode faults are very

similar with regard to main generator damper winding

and phase currents. The distinguishing signals are the

exciter phase winding currents, the main generator

field winding current, and the rectifier output

voltage. These facts are illustrated by Table V, which
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Fig. 8. Behavior of brushless generator with single diode fault, diode DaT in Fig. 2 fails open. (a) Exciter generator currents, angular

velocity, and angular displacement. Phase current îa · 0 and îb and îc do not transition abruptly from negative to positive and vice versa,

respectively. Field current îfd has periodic oscillations with same waveform as rectifier output voltage. No noticeable effect on angular

velocity. (b) Rectifier output voltage returns to zero due to excluded modes AB and AC resulting from diode fault. (c) Main generator

winding currents. 3-phase currents are slightly distorted. Damper winding currents ikq and ikd have negative and positive spikes,

respectively, at fault injection time, and then undergo periodic oscillations with high magnitude compared with their steady state zero

value.

summarizes the system behavior with nominal and

different fault types. It represents the fault signature

table that could be further exploited to develop fault

detection algorithms for different types of faults.

C. Parametric Faults Injection

We consider an abrupt change in the resistance of

the field winding of the main generator rfd. In practice

this may be caused by winding overheating. A 10%

sudden increase in the resistance value is injected at

simulation time t= 0:5 s, and the following signals are

observed (Fig. 10).

Exciter generator winding currents: the only

notable behavior is the transient reduction in current

magnitude, while no effect is noted on the angular

velocity.

Rectifier output voltage: a reduction in the

rectifier output voltage is noted, due to the higher

input impedance of the main generator field winding.

The spike at the time of fault injection is an artifact

due to the switching behavior of the hybrid system,

and is not part of the system dynamics.

Main generator winding currents: the phase

currents undergo sudden decrease of the magnitude.

The most notable fault signature is in the damper

winding kq current signal, that shows a negative spike

and damped oscillations. A very similar behavior

is noted for damper winding kd current, but with

positive spike.

We conclude that for parametric abrupt faults, only

magnitude change is noted, and as long as the fault

magnitude is within the control range of the GCU,

the GCU will compensate the 3-phase output signal
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Fig. 9. Behavior of brushless generator with dual diode fault, diodes DaT and DbB in Fig. 2 fail open. (a) Exciter generator currents,

angular velocity, and angular displacement. Phase current îa · 0 and îb ¸ 0. Field current îfd undergoes oscillations with waveform very

similar to rectifier output voltage. No noticeable effect on angular velocity. (b) Rectifier output voltage returns to zero for the duration

of mode AB. (c) Main generator winding currents. 3-phase currents are slightly distorted. Damper winding currents ikq and ikd have

negative and positive spikes, respectively, at the fault injection time, and then undergo periodic oscillations with high magnitude

compared with their steady state zero values.

for the fault effect. Therefore, detection of the fault

using the 3-phase output signal may be hard if the

response time of the GCU is small. On the other hand

monitoring phase currents for the exciter generator

and damper winding currents is likely to be more

effective for detecting this kind of faults, provided

they are measurable or could be estimated using a

system observer (see discussion in Section VIII).

Table V summarizes the resistance fault signatures.

Table V summarizes the system behavior with

nominal and different fault types discussed in this

section. It represents the fault signature table that

could be further exploited to develop fault detection

algorithms for different types of faults.

VIII. DISCUSSION OF MODELING AND
SIMULATION RESULTS

The results of the simulation experiments show

that fault signatures are mostly notable in the current

signals of the rotating windings, namely phase

windings of the exciter generator and field/damper

windings of the main generator. Fault signature

in output phase currents is not easily detectable,

especially that phase currents have much higher

frequency. Therefore, to detect faults from these

waveforms, either faster sensors are required or

frequency response analysis is needed. However, and

as pointed out before, most of the existing techniques

for generator fault detection rely on phase current

measurements and harmonic analysis, making it

harder to discriminate between faults. Given these

facts, internal winding currents of the exciter and main

generators represent potential candidates for detecting

diode and parametric faults.

In most practical installations, internal winding

current measurements are not directly measurable,

since these windings are mounted on the rotating

part of the generator, making it unusually hard to
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Fig. 10. Behavior of brushless generator with abrupt parametric fault in main generator field winding resistance rfd . (a) Exciter

generator currents, angular velocity, and angular displacement. Transient reduction of current magnitude occurs. No impact on angular

velocity is noted. (b) Rectifier output voltage decreases due to higher input impedance of field winding. (c) Main generator winding

currents. Transient decrease in 3-phase currents is noted. Damper winding currents ikq and ikd show negative and positive spikes,

followed by small oscillations and return to zero.

install sensors that produce reliable measurements.

One way to solve this problem is to estimate the

unmeasurable currents using the brushless generator

state-space model. Some work on the use of observers

for damper winding currents to estimate generator

parameters has been reported in [16]. However, the

authors are not aware of any work that addresses

the observer design for the complete brushless

generator, which has to be a hybrid observer. The

starting point is to use the model presented in

Section IV, perhaps with some relaxing assumptions

to simplify the hybrid observer design. One such

practical assumption is that the angular velocity of

the machine is constant during normal and faulty

behavior of the machine operation. The results of

our simulation experiment presented in this paper, in

addition to the feedback obtained from our industrial

partners, have shown very small effect of the faults

considered on the variability of the angular velocity.

This assumption has the effect of transforming

the system into a linear, but a time-varying (LTV)

system, thereby making the observer design much

simpler.

The brushless generator hybrid model developed

in this paper can be used for FDI by augmenting

it with a bank of hybrid observers; one observer

for the nominal system model, and an additional

observer with the faulty system model for each

fault to be detected. The hybrid observer has, as its

input, the brushless generator input u= [VF Tm] and

output y = [ia ib ic], and is composed of a location

observer and a continuous observer. The location

observer estimates the current system mode q̂, and the

continuous observer estimates the continuous system

states x̂, given the current system mode from the

location observer [13]. Detection of faults presented

in this paper is accomplished by comparing the

estimated states x̂ from the hybrid observer with the
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TABLE V

Brushless Generator Fault Signatures

Fault îa îb îf vrec ianibnic ikq ikd

Nominal x 0.83 ms p DC 3-ph rectified 3-ph sin. 0 0

Single diode fault · 0 x 2.5 ms x #,» hits zero every 2.5 ms # ¡ #,» ",»
Dual diode fault · 0 ¸ 0 #,» x 2.5 ms x + ¡ #,» ",»
Resistance fault #" #" #" #" # ¡ # ¡ " ¡

Note:

" signal magnitude increase

* signal magnitude increase (qualitatively higher than ")
# signal magnitude decrease

+ signal magnitude decrease (qualitatively lower than #)
¡ signal nominal value

» signal oscillations around its nominal value

x signal returns to zero from positive magnitude, remains zero for 0.42 ms

p signal returns to zero from negative magnitude, remains zero for 0.42 ms

"# signal magnitude increase, followed by a signal magnitude decrease

x T x signal returns to zero from positive magnitude every T ms, remains zero for 0.42 ms

least residual to the signals in Table V to discriminate

between faults.

Some comments about the brushless generator

model presented in this paper are in order. The model

assumes linear magnetic circuits, where there is no

saturation in the machine. Most modern generating

systems are designed to work in the linear region of

the magnetic curve, therefore, this should not be a

limiting factor in using the model. However, if the

objective is to simulate the machine with overload

conditions, or if the fault to be simulated drives the

machine into the saturation region, then the model has

to be extended to include saturation effect. Also, in

some practical designs, a filter capacitor is added to

the output of the rectifier circuit to smooth the output

voltage that is applied to the main field winding.

This capacitor will try to maintain the rectifier output

voltage during diode failure, so that the voltage does

not return to zero, unlike the simulation results in

this paper. However, the analysis will be similar with

the addition of one state variable representing the

capacitor voltage.

Finally, as an extension to this study, the model

could be evaluated using a laboratory setup akin

to the one presented in [19], where different diode

faults could be injected. The model implemented

in Matlab/Simulink could be simulated offline or

in real-time on a personal computer to compare the

results. Further, laboratory measurements could be

communicated to the model for further analysis and

tuning, using Matlab Instrument Control Toolbox and

the appropriate input/output digital interface.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a hybrid modeling

approach for brushless generators with nominal

and faulty conditions. Direct phase-domain (abc

domain) modeling is shown to facilitate generator

modeling, especially with machine faults, since it

avoids unnecessary transformations introduced by the

dq modeling approach. The hybrid modeling approach

presented is an accurate method to model brushless

generators with faults in the exciter generator/rectifier

parts. It has been shown also that with diode faults,

the hybrid modeling approach helps in understanding

the physics of failure events, by defining a framework

for modeling and simulation of different combinations

of faults.

For different rotor faults, the fault signatures

generated have shown that currents in the rotating

windings are more appropriate for FDI. On the

other hand, the 3-phase output currents as well as

the excitation current do not show fault signatures

different from what has been reported in the literature

about other types of machine faults.

As a future work, we are investigating the use of

the hybrid model in building accurate FDI schemes

for the different faults discussed in the paper. The use

of a hybrid observer along with the fault signatures

developed is to be investigated, and the power of

the FDI scheme is to be compared with existing

techniques for brushless generator fault detection.
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APPENDIX

The expressions for the inductance matrices of the

main and exciter generators, and their derivatives, are

given by (21)—(24).
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